Service Carts

KTI75105
One-Drawer Steel Service Tool Cart with 2 Lined Shelves

- Durable construction for rugged shop environments
- Sturdy, one-piece drawer handle. Cart provides ample storage.
- Large, fully-lined top and bottom storage trays to organize tools, shop accessories and parts for greater accessibility
- Fully-lined drawer with lock to securely store tools when not in use
- Four casters allow steady, quick movement; two casters feature easy-to-operate locking mechanism
- Warranty information: 1-year warranty

KTI75146
4 Drawer Locking Service Cart

- 500 lb. load capacity
- Ball bearing drawer slides. Drawer liners for all drawers and trays
- 5" Heavy-duty casters
- Side impact bumpers
- Gas shocks for lid
- Cart dimensions: 148 lbs, 35.2" length, 20.6" width, 40.3" height.
  Top drawer depth (2) 3", Middle drawer depth 3", Bottom drawer depth 6"
- 1 Year Warranty on material and workmanship

500 lb. load capacity
Ball bearing drawer slides. Drawer liners for all drawers and trays
5" Heavy-duty casters
Side impact bumpers
Gas shocks for lid
Cart dimensions: 148 lbs, 35.2" length, 20.6" width, 40.3" height.
Top drawer depth (2) 3", Middle drawer depth 3", Bottom drawer depth 6"
1 Year Warranty on material and workmanship
Two gas struts in lid for ease in opening or closing. Hinged lid opens completely for greater access to tools. Piano-style hinge for added durability.

Top locking tray keeps tools safe and secure when not in use. Drawers will not function when top storage tray is closed.

Heavy-duty 5” x 2” casters. Two casters feature easy-to-operate locking mechanism to keep cart from rolling.

Top drawer dimensions (each)
11-1/2" W x 16-7/8" D x 4-1/2" H

Middle drawer dimensions
24-1/2" W x 16-7/8" D x 2-1/2" H

Bottom drawer dimensions
24-1/2" W x 16-7/8" D x 4-1/2" H

4-drawer overall dimensions
39" W x 19-1/2" D x 41-1/4" H

4-drawer Utility Carts

Part numbers:
KTI75140 - Red
KTI75141 - Blue
KTI75142 - Teal
KTI75143 - Yellow
KTI75145 - Black

Warranty info: 1-year warranty.
**Features 22-slot screwdriver and/or prybar holder allowing handles to be stowed in top locking tray.**

Store large-handle pry bars (up to 10") that won’t fit in the top storage tray. Piano-style hinge folds down completely for easy access to pry bars, screwdrivers and other tools. Includes 22 slots and measures 18½" x 12" x 4".

**Keep drawers closed securely until needed. Easy, one-hand operation. Drawer locks can only be operated when top lid is open.**

Large bottom storage tray. Extra storage for oversized items. Great for shop towels, gallon-size containers and other large shop accessories.

**Large drawers and trays to hold and organize tools. All drawers and trays include liners made of non-toxic EVA.**

Drawers feature all steel ball bearing slides for smooth, quiet operation.

**Large bottom storage tray.**

Extra storage for oversized items. Great for shop towels, gallon-size containers and other large shop accessories.

**Service Carts | Parts & Accessories**

**KTI72451**

**Magnetic Tool Hanger for Air Impact - 20 lb. Capacity**

- Effortlessly holds most pistol-type impact wrenches.
- Screw-hole design allow for easy mounting to nonferrous surface.
- Magnetic mount supports up to 20 lbs.

**LIFETIME WARRANTY**

**KTI72465**

**Magnetic Tool Holder Multipurpose 15 lb. Capacity**

- Holds a variety of screwdrivers, pliers, sockets, wrenches, hammers and more
- Firmly attaches to metal surface
- Extends up to 20” wide
- Each socket seat encases a powerful magnet
- Special hooks hold wrenches, keys and other hard to store items
- Permanently mount using screw holes or built in magnets support up to 15 lbs
- Stores up to 71 tools

**LIFETIME WARRANTY**

**KTI72450**

**Magnetic Tool Hanger 11 lb. Capacity**

- Holds heavy and irregularly shaped tools, such as hammers, mallets and wrenches.
- Ideal for storing cords, shovels, and more.
- Screw-hole design allow for easy mounting to nonferrous surfaces.
- Magnetic mount supports up to 11 lbs.

**LIFETIME WARRANTY**

**KTI72460**

**Magnetic Tool Box 33 lb. Capacity**

- Powder-coating finish protects holder even in rugged, professional environments.
- Chamfer design holds various tools, such as cans, brushes and tape.
- Organize workshops, garages and manufacturing sites.
- Screw-hole design allows for easy mounting to nonferrous surfaces.
- Portable holder goes from job to job.
- Holds up to 33 lbs.

**LIFETIME WARRANTY**

**Magnetic Tool Hanger for Air Impact - 20 lb. Capacity**

Effortlessly holds most pistol-type impact wrenches. Screw-hole design allow for easy mounting to nonferrous surface. Magnetic mount supports up to 20 lbs.

**LIFETIME WARRANTY**

**Magnetic Tool Holder Multipurpose 15 lb. Capacity**

Holds a variety of screwdrivers, pliers, sockets, wrenches, hammers and more. Firmly attaches to metal surface. Extends up to 20” wide. Each socket seat encases a powerful magnet. Special hooks hold wrenches, keys and other hard to store items. Permanently mount using screw holes or built in magnets support up to 15 lbs. Stores up to 71 tools.

**LIFETIME WARRANTY**

**Magnetic Tool Hanger 11 lb. Capacity**

Holds heavy and irregularly shaped tools, such as hammers, mallets and wrenches. Ideal for storing cords, shovels, and more. Screw-hole design allow for easy mounting to nonferrous surfaces. Magnetic mount supports up to 11 lbs.

**LIFETIME WARRANTY**

**Magnetic Tool Box 33 lb. Capacity**

Powder-coating finish protects holder even in rugged, professional environments. Chamfer design holds various tools, such as cans, brushes and tape. Organize workshops, garages and manufacturing sites. Screw-hole design allows for easy mounting to nonferrous surfaces. Portable holder goes from job to job. Holds up to 33 lbs.

**LIFETIME WARRANTY**
Trays | **Socket Rails & Socket Holders**

### KTI72470
**3 Piece SAE Socket Holder Set - Red**
- 1/4", 3/8" and 1/2" drive socket trays
- Impact resistant ABS plastic

Set Includes:
- **KTI72471** - 1/4" Drive SAE - Holds 26 sockets (13 short & 13 deep)
  Socket sizes: 1/8" - 5/8" each
- **KTI72472** - 3/8" Drive SAE - Holds 26 sockets (13 short & 13 deep)
  Socket sizes: 1/4" - 1" each
- **KTI72473** - 1/2" Drive SAE - Holds 28 sockets (14 short & 14 deep)
  Socket sizes: 3/8" - 1-1/4" each

### KTI72475
**3 Piece Metric Socket Holder Set, Gray**
- 1/4", 3/8" and 1/2" drive socket trays
- Impact resistant ABS plastic

Set Includes:
- **KTI72476** - 1/4" Drive Metric - Holds 28 sockets (14 short & 14 deep)
  Socket sizes: 4-15mm each
- **KTI72477** - 3/8" Drive Metric - Holds 30 sockets (15 short & 15 deep)
  Socket sizes: 6 - 20mm each
- **KTI72478** - 1/2" Drive Metric - Holds 34 sockets (17 short & 17 deep)
  Socket sizes: 10 - 27mm each

### Original Mag-Clip Strip
Magnetic socket holders hold sockets tight without magnetizing them. Hangs or mounts on any smooth metal surface.

**Other Features:**
- Shallow or deep socket
- Standard or metric sockets
- Holds socket tight and secure on any smooth metal surface
- Will not magnetize sockets
- Magnets retain strength permanently
- Grease, oil and chemical resistant
- Tough polymer base
- Rust resistant

- **MCP72401** - 1/4" drive
- **MCP72402** - 3/8" drive
- **MCP72403** - 1/2" drive

### Interchangeable Mag-Clip Strip
Magnetic socket holders hold sockets tight without magnetizing them. Use with additional Power Pegs (sold separately) in any combination of 3 drive sizes to customize your workspace.

**Other Features:**
- Shallow or deep socket
- Standard or metric sockets
- Holds socket tight and secure on any smooth metal surface
- Will not magnetize sockets
- Magnets retain strength permanently
- Grease, oil and chemical resistant
- Tough polymer base
- Rust resistant

Includes 10 *interchangeable* Power Pegs.

- **MCP72400** - 1/4" drive
- **MCP72404** - 3/8" drive
- **MCP72405** - 1/2" drive
Socket Caddy
This organizer allows users to customize the storage and organization of some of the messiest areas of the average tool box, such as the socket drawer. The base of this product is made out of a high impact plastic magnetic grid. Use with additional Power Pegs (sold separately) in any combination of 3 drive sizes to customize your workspace.

Other Features:
• Shallow or deep sockets
• Standard or metric sockets
• Will not magnetize sockets
• Magnets retain strength permanently
• Grease, oil and chemical resistant
• Tough polymer base
• Rust resistant
Includes 28 interchangeable Power Pegs.
MCP72421 - 1/4” drive
MCP72422 - 3/8” drive
MCP72423 - 1/2” drive

MCP72460
Universal Mag-Clip
Use the Universal Mag-Clip Strip to hold wrenches, screwdrivers, pliers and other hand tools to keep them at your fingertips.

Other Features:
• Mounts on any smooth metal surface
• Holds tools tight and secure
• Reverse polarity magnetic power
• Magnets retain strength permanently
• Grease, oil and chemical resistant
• Tough polymer base
• Rust resistant

Power Pegs
• Interchangeable steel posts available in 1/4”, 3/8” and 1/2” drive sizes
• Use Power Pegs with MagKanic Mat, Power Mat, Socket Caddy or Interchangeable Mag-Clip Strip for the ultimate storage system
• Available in packs of 10
MCP72441 - 1/4” drive
MCP72442 - 3/8” drive
MCP72443 - 1/2” drive

Magnetic Mat
• Magnetic, convertible and interchangeable means for storing and organizing sockets
• Organize sockets or simply flip the mat over to the rubber side and store a variety of other tools in a vertical position
• High powered magnets are imbedded in a flexible, high impact poly-pro body
• May be used with Power Pegs (sold separately) in any combination of 3 drive sizes (1/4”, 3/8” or 1/2”) to customize your workspace
MCP72424 - 2-panel MagKanic Mat
MCP72425 - 3-panel Power Mat
MCP72426 - 3-panel Power Mat with 84 assorted power pegs

Mag Mount
• Magnetic tool storage and/or mounting system for use with pegboard
• The Mag Mount will hold tools securely without the use of hooks or bars
• This design will work with 1/8” and 1/4” pegboard and features “super duty” magnetic power
• Includes screws for 1/8” and 1/4” pegboard
MCP72453 - 3 pack
MCP72455 - 5 pack